
ARABESQUE

This collection is made of a very unique
superposition of non-wovens that imitates a
sophisticated and natural woven
cloth. Byzance combines tradition and
modernity in order to give a subtle wealth to
your interior. Arabesque is a historical
design with beautiful curves and a deep
three-dimensional effect.

Technical specifications
* composition: Non-woven 60% - Acrylic 40%
* weight: 205 gr / m²
* width: 96 cm
* fire classification: Flame retardant B-S1, D0 according to EN 13501-1
* lightfastness: 6
* roll length: 50 m
* special colours upon request
* thickness: 0,45 mm
* hanging instructions: paste the wall with a good textile glue
* delivery time: from stock

Colors

1301 1302 1303 1304 1305 1306

3107 1308 1309 1310 1311 1312
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BABUCCIA

The plain wall covering - PICTURA - can be
combined with two designs : BABUCCIA
(arabesque) & STRIATO (stripe). Both are
traditional designs with a vintage look. All
our products are manufactured in an
environmental friendly way of thinking and
with artisanal processes in Belgium.

Technical specifications
* composition: Polyester - viscose - acrylic - pigments
* weight: 265 gr/m²
* width: 96 cm
* fire classification: Flame retardant B-S1, D0 according to EN 13501-1
* lightfastness: 6
* heatsealable: no
* roll length: 50m
* special colours upon request
* thickness: 0,45 mm
* hanging instructions: paste the wall with a good textile glue
* delivery time: from stock

Colors

3301 3302 3303 3304 3305 3306



3307 3308 3309 3310 3311 3312

3313 3314
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BOUDOIR

Playing with codes of fashion and wall
coverings, makes it exciting and
innovative. All our products are
manufactured in an environmental friendly
way of thinking and with artisanal processes
in Belgium. This textile lace, usually
associated with lingerie is now used as wall
covering. The lace is laminated on a non-
woven and coated with pearlescent and
metallic colors. The vegetal design, with
different fishnet openings, gives a deep and
rich texture to your interior.

Technical specifications
* composition: Non-woven 50% - PES 26% - Acrylic 24%
* weight: 320 gr/m²
* width: 80 cm
* fire classification: Flame retardant C-S1, d0 according to EN 13501-1
* lightfastness: 6
* roll length: 25m
* special colours upon request
* thickness: 1,25 mm
* hanging instructions: paste the wall with a good textile glue
* delivery time: from stock

Colors

2401 2402 2406 2407 2408 2411
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BRODERIE

This collection is a journey through the
Western National Parks: Canyons and
deserts. Aridity and Wilderness form the
beauty of these natural wonders. BRODERIE
- A small embroidered damask design with a
ribbon feature and pearlescent finish. All our
products are manufactured in our plant in
Belgium using artisanal methods and an
environmentally conscious approach.

Technical specifications
* composition: Polyester - viscose - acrylic - pigments
* weight: 280 gr/m²
* width: 90 cm
* fire classification: Flame retardant C-S1, d0 according to EN 13501-1
* lightfastness: 6
* roll length: 40m
* special colours upon request
* thickness: 1,10 mm
* hanging instructions: paste the wall with a good textile glue
* delivery time: from stock

Colors

5409 5401 5402 5403 5404 5405

5406 5407 5408 5410
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CRACKLED

This collection is a journey through the
Western National Parks: Canyons and
deserts. Aridity and Wilderness form the
beauty of these natural wonders.
CRACKLED - The lacquered non-woven is
tumbled in order to create the natural
cracks.
Then the colour fills the fissures. This
process gives a special patina to the wall. 

Technical specifications
* composition: Polyester - viscose - acrylic - pigments
* weight: 250 gr/m²
* width: 90 cm
* fire classification: Flame retardant C-S1, d0 according to EN 13501-1
* lightfastness: 6
* roll length: 40m
* special colours upon request
* thickness: 0,70 mm
* hanging instructions: paste the wall with a good textile glue
* delivery time: from stock

Colors

5101 5102 5103 5104 5105 5106

5107 5108 5109 5110
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CRACKLED

This collection is a journey through the
Western National Parks: Canyons and
deserts. Aridity and Wilderness form the
beauty of these natural wonders.
CRACKLED - The lacquered non-woven is
tumbled in order to create the natural
cracks.
Then the colour fills the fissures. This
process gives a special patina to the wall. 

Technical specifications
* composition: Polyester - viscose - acrylic - pigments
* weight: 250 gr/m²
* width: 90 cm
* fire classification: Flame retardant C-S1, d0 according to EN 13501-1
* lightfastness: 6
* roll length: 40m
* special colours upon request
* thickness: 0,70 mm
* hanging instructions: paste the wall with a good textile glue
* delivery time: from stock

Colors

5101 5102 5103 5104 5105 5106

5107 5108 5109 5110
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DIAMONDS

Jubilée pays tribute to royalty: wallpaper is a
jewel, it ornates the wall luxuriously. This
collection also celebrates the times
of exceptional know-how. Introducing laser
cutting techniques in to the wallpaper field,
combining modernity with the tradition. "
FLEURS DE LYS " and " DIAMONDS" are
available with a pearlescent coating or a
metallic background.
Double colourings give a visible depth and
grandeur to the designs. " DIAMONDS " is a
wide bold stripe created by small squares.

Technical specifications
* composition: Polyester - viscose - acrylic - pigments
* weight: 267 - 340 gr/m²
* width: 88 - 90 cm
* fire classification: Flame retardant D-S1, D0 according to EN 13501-1
* lightfastness: 6
* roll length: 40m
* special colours upon request
* thickness: 0,00 mm
* hanging instructions: paste the wall with a good textile glue
* delivery time: from stock

Colors

4301 4302 4303 4304 4305 4306

4307 4308 4503 4504 4507 4511
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EMBRACE

Embrace shows metallic pigments and is the
perfect marriage of classic and modern.

Technical specifications
* composition: 32% linen - 30% non-woven - 38% acryic
* weight: 310 gr/m²
* width: 90 cm
* fire classification: Flame retardant C-S1, d0 according to EN 13501-1
* lightfastness: 6
* roll length: 35m
* special colours upon request
* thickness: 0,70 mm
* hanging instructions: paste the wall with a good textile glue
* delivery time: from stock

Colors

6202 6203 6204 6205 6207 6208
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FLEUR DE LYS

Jubilée pays tribute to royalty: wallpaper is a
jewel, it ornates the wall luxuriously. This
collection also celebrates the times
of exceptional know-how. Introducing laser
cutting techniques in to the wallpaper field,
combining modernity with the
tradition. " FLEURS DE LYS " and "
DIAMONDS" are available with a
pearlescent coating or a metallic
background.
Double colourings give a visible depth and
grandeur to the designs. " FLEURS DE LYS "
is a damask pattern with beautiful
curves.

Technical specifications
* composition: Polyester - viscose - acrylic - pigments
* weight: 267 - 340 gr/m²
* width: 88 - 90 cm
* fire classification: Flame retardant D-S1, D0 according to EN 13501-1
* lightfastness: 6
* roll length: 40m
* special colours upon request
* thickness: 0,00 mm
* hanging instructions: paste the wall with a good textile glue
* delivery time: from stock

Colors

4201 4202 4203 4204 4205 4206

4207 4401 4407 4208 4410 4412
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LINEA

This collection is made of a very unique
superposition of non-wovens that imitates a
sophisticated and natural woven
cloth. Byzance combines tradition and
modernity in order to give a subtle wealth to
your interior. Linea is a fine and delicate
stripe that fades away. 

Technical specifications
* composition: Non-woven 60% - Acrylic 40%
* weight: 205 gr / m²
* width: 96 cm
* fire classification: Flame retardant B-S1, D0 according to EN 13501-1
* lightfastness: 6
* roll length: 50 m
* special colours upon request
* thickness: 0,45 mm
* hanging instructions: paste the wall with a good textile glue
* delivery time: from stock

Colors

1201 1202 1203 1204 1205 1206

2107 1208 1209 1210 1211 1212
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FUZY

Fuzzy is a needle punch on a plain linen
fabric.

Technical specifications
* composition: 33% linen - 6% mohair - 24% non woven - 37% acrylic
* weight: 305 gr/m²
* width: 90 cm
* fire classification: Flame retardant C-S1, d0 according to EN 13501-1
* lightfastness: 6
* roll length: 35m
* special colours upon request
* thickness: 1,50 mm
* hanging instructions: paste the wall with a good textile glue
* delivery time: from stock

Colors

6301 6302 6303 6307 6308 6309
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GRAVURE

This collection is a journey through the
Western National Parks: Canyons and
deserts. Aridity and Wilderness form
the beauty of these natural wonders.
GRAVURE - A stripe design inspired
by woodcutting masterpieces onto the
crackled background.

Technical specifications
* composition: Polyester - viscose - acrylic - pigments
* weight: 250 gr/m²
* width: 90 cm
* fire classification: Flame retardant C-S1, d0 according to EN 13501-1
* lightfastness: 6
* roll length: 40m
* special colours upon request
* thickness: 0,70 mm
* hanging instructions: paste the wall with a good textile glue
* delivery time: from stock

Colors

5201 5202 5203 5204 5205 5206

5207 5208 5209 5210
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GLORY

Jubilée pays tribute to royalty: wallpaper is a
jewel, it ornates the wall luxuriously. This
collection also celebrates the times
of exceptional know-how. Introducing laser
cutting techniques in to the wallpaper field,
combining modernity with the
tradition. " GLORY " is a plain wall covering
and has a very unique superposition of non-
wovens, that creates a cloudy
metallic wall. This plain wall covering can be
combined with the two designs "
DIAMONDS " and " FLEURS DE LYS ".

Technical specifications
* composition: Polyester - viscose - acrylic - pigments
* weight: 255 gr/m²
* width: 90 cm
* fire classification: Flame retardant D-S1, D0 according to EN 13501-1
* lightfastness: 6
* roll length: 50m
* special colours upon request
* thickness: 0,00 mm
* hanging instructions: paste the wall with a good textile glue
* delivery time: from stock

Colors

4101 4102 4103 4104 4107 4109

4109 4110 4111 4114 4117 4127



4137
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NERE

Botanic tells a story of rich craft inheritance,
reborn into a contemporary enchanting
collection. An engineering feat in
3D printing combined with an imaginative
appearance.
Hear the whispers of washed wood, observe
the sparkles of precious metals and witness
the game of iridescent pearl as the light
changes throughout the day. NERE, an
intriguing balance of texture, color and
pattern. This modern pinstripe, with a wink
to the past, is the perfect mix for
contemporary urban chique. NERE is a
surprisingly versatile design that brings real
atmosphere into any space, from daring and
challenging to soothing and relaxing.

Technical specifications
* composition: 59% non woven - 11% polyurethane - 30% acrylic
* weight: 186 gr/m²
* width: 90 cm
* fire classification: Flame retardant B-S1, d0 according to EN 13501-1
* lightfastness: 6
* roll length: 25m
* special colours upon request
* thickness: 1,10 mm
* hanging instructions: paste the wall with a good textile glue
* delivery time: from stock

Colors

7301 7302 7303 7304 7305 7308

7310 7311 7312 7313 7314
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ORNATA

Botanic tells a story of rich craft inheritance,
reborn into a contemporary enchanting
collection. An engineering feat in
3D printing combined with an imaginative
appearance.
Hear the whispers of washed wood, observe
the sparkles of precious metals and witness
the game of iridescent pearl as the light
changes throughout the day. ORNATA,the
irresistible human urge to decorate.
ORNATA celebrates the added value of craft
and luxurious appearance of pattern. This
ornamental flower with refined texture is
inspired by 17th century silver thread
embroidery. An elaborate design with a
profound impact in order to serve the
established value of your home. 

Technical specifications
* composition: 53% non-woven - 20% polyurethane - 27% acrylic
* weight: 207 gr/m²
* width: 90 cm
* fire classification: Flame retardant B-S1, d0 according to EN 13501-1
* lightfastness: 6
* roll length: 25m
* special colours upon request
* thickness: 1,10 mm
* hanging instructions: paste the wall with a good textile glue
* delivery time: from stock

Colors

7201 7202 7203 7204 7205 7206



7207 7209 7213 7214
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PICTURA

The plain wall covering - PICTURA - can be
combined with two designs : BABUCCIA
(arabesque) & STRIATO (stripe). Both are
traditional designs with a vintage look. All
our products are manufactured in an
environmental friendly way of thinking and
with artisanal processes in Belgium.

Technical specifications
* composition: Polyester - viscose - acrylic - pigments
* weight: 265 gr/m²
* width: 96 cm
* usage: vertical blind
* usage: roller blind
* fire classification: Flame retardant B-S1, D0 according to EN 13501-1
* lightfastness: 6
* roll length: 50 m
* special colours upon request
* thickness: 0,45 mm
* hanging instructions: paste the wall with a good textile glue
* delivery time: from stock

Colors

3101 3102 3103 3104 3105 3106



3107 3108 3109 3110 3111 3112

3113 3114
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PINCH

The Pinch is a traditional technique of
pleating which creates wonderful patterns.

Technical specifications
* composition: 52% non woven - 48% acrylic
* weight: 395 gr/m²
* width: 90 cm
* fire classification: C, S1-d0 according to EN 13501-1
* lightfastness: 6
* roll length: 25m
* special colours upon request
* thickness: 0,80 mm
* hanging instructions: paste the wall with a good textile glue
* delivery time: from stock

Colors

6401 6402 6403 6404 6405 6406

6407 6408 6409 6410 6411 6412
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PINSTRIPE

Playing with codes of fashion and wall
coverings, makes it exciting and
innovative. All our products are
manufactured in an environmental friendly
way of thinking and with artisanal processes
in Belgium.
This patter, usually associated with
conservative business suit is rediscovered in
a fashionable way. The very thin
stripes running parallel are interrupted and
are made of glitters. It looks like a metallic
yarn embroidered directly into the paper.

Technical specifications
* composition: Non-woven 27% - Acrylic 73%
* weight: 290 gr/m²
* width: 96 cm
* fire classification: Flame retardant C-S1, d0 according to EN 13501-1
* lightfastness: 6
* roll length: 50 m
* special colours upon request
* thickness: 0,50 mm
* hanging instructions: paste the wall with a good textile glue
* delivery time: from stock

Colors

2201 2202 2205 2206 2207 2208
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VELVETEEN

Playing with codes of fashion and wall
coverings, makes it exciting and
innovative. All our products are
manufactured in an environmental friendly
way of thinking and with artisanal processes
in Belgium.
This flock design imitates velvet, the
traditional pattern covers almost the whole
wall covering. The shiny background
and concentric circles design give a special
deepness to the product: it feels comfortable
and cosy.

Technical specifications
* composition: Non-woven 64% - Acrylic 19% - Flock 17%
* weight: 228 gr/m²
* width: 96 cm
* fire classification: Flame retardant C-S1, d0 according to EN 13501-1
* lightfastness: 6
* roll length: 30m
* special colours upon request
* thickness: 0,80 mm
* hanging instructions: paste the wall with a good textile glue
* delivery time: from stock

Colors

2502 2503 2506 2509
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SCALE

Scale is a special woven structure giving a
two tone effect.

Technical specifications
* composition: 37% linen - 31% non woven - 32% acrylic
* weight: 270 gr/m²
* width: 90 cm
* fire classification: C, S1-d0 according to EN 13501-1
* lightfastness: 6
* roll length: 35m
* special colours upon request
* thickness: 0,80 mm
* hanging instructions: paste the wall with a good textile glue
* delivery time: from stock

Colors

6101 6102 6103 6104 6105 6106

6107 6108 6109 6110 6111 6112
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SETA

Botanic tells a story of rich craft inheritance,
reborn into a contemporary enchanting
collection. An engineering feat in
3D printing combined with an imaginative
appearance. 
Hear the whispers of washed wood, observe
the sparkles of precious metals and witness
the game of iridescent pearl as the light
changes throughout the day. SETA,the base
of the Botanic collection is its nonwoven
plain. SETA embodies the purity of life.
From delicate soft silk fabric, over juicy
tropical leaves, to aged dry wood.
Depending on the color coating of your
choice you create your own mental space to
live in.

Technical specifications
* composition: 67% non woven - 33% acrylic
* weight: 165 gr/m²
* width: 90 cm
* fire classification: Flame retardant B-S1, d0 according to EN 13501-1
* lightfastness: 6
* roll length: 50 m
* special colours upon request
* thickness: 0,45 mm
* hanging instructions: paste the wall with a good textile glue
* delivery time: from stock

Colors

7101 7102 7103 7104 7105 7106

7107 7108 7109 7110 7111 7112



7113 7114
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SISAL

Playing with codes of fashion and wall
coverings, makes it exciting and
innovative. All our products are
manufactured in an environmental friendly
way of thinking and with artisanal processes
in Belgium.
This special non-woven is made of sisal, a
natural fiber coming from the Tanzanian
agave. These stiff and dispersed fibers
contrast with the shiny colors to create a
both rustic and sophisticated wall covering.
As this is an ecological and artisanal
product, you may find irregularities in the
non-woven. These impurities give a natural
richness to the wall covering.

Technical specifications
* composition: Non-woven 81% - Acrylic 19%
* weight: 240 gr/m²
* width: 96 cm
* fire classification: Flame retardant D-S1, D0 according to EN 13501-1
* lightfastness: 6
* roll length: 40m
* special colours upon request
* thickness: 0,80 mm
* hanging instructions: paste the wall with a good textile glue
* delivery time: from stock

Colors

2301 2302 2305 2306 2307 2311
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TWINKLE

Playing with codes of fashion and wall
coverings, makes it exciting and
innovative. All our products are
manufactured in an environmental friendly
way of thinking and with artisanal processes
in Belgium.
This glitter all-over plays with the beauty of
light. The fine and delicate micro-dots glitter
and make the walls illuminate.

Technical specifications
* composition: Non-woven 27% - Acrylic 73%
* weight: 300 gr/m²
* width: 96 cm
* fire classification: Flame retardant C-S1, d0 according to EN 13501-1
* lightfastness: 6
* roll length: 50 m
* special colours upon request
* thickness: 0,55 mm
* hanging instructions: paste the wall with a good textile glue
* delivery time: from stock

Colors

2101 2102 2105 2106 2107 2108
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STAMINA

This collection is made of a very unique
superposition of non-wovens that imitates a
sophisticated and natural woven
cloth. Byzance combines tradition and
modernity in order to give a subtle wealth to
your interior. STAMINA is the plain
wall covering, which looks sometimes like
silk and sometimes like linen. Double
colourings are elegantly natural and create
a deep and rich texture.

Technical specifications
* composition: Non-woven 65% - Acrylic 35%
* weight: 190 gr / m²
* width: 96 cm
* fire classification: Flame retardant B-S1, D0 according to EN 13501-1
* lightfastness: 6
* roll length: 50 m
* special colours upon request
* thickness: 0,45 mm
* hanging instructions: paste the wall with a good textile glue
* delivery time: from stock

Colors

1101 1102 1103 1104 1105 1106

1107 1108 1109 1110 1111 1112
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WINDY

This collection is a journey through the
Western National Parks: Canyons and
deserts. Aridity and Wilderness form the
beauty of these natural wonders. WINDY - A
lustrousflock print, large scale
vegetal/organic design, with a light shadow
onto the crackled background. All our
products are manufactured in our plant in
Belgium using artisanal methods and an
environmentally conscious approach.

Technical specifications
* composition: Polyester - viscose - acrylic - pigments
* weight: 275 gr/m²
* width: 90 cm
* fire classification: Flame retardant C-S1, d0 according to EN 13501-1
* lightfastness: 6
* roll length: 30m
* special colours upon request
* thickness: 1,50 mm
* hanging instructions: paste the wall with a good textile glue
* delivery time: from stock

Colors

5301 5303 5304 5305 5306 5310
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